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ScienceDirect
Transport proteins have sometimes gained secondary

regulatory functions that influence gene expression and

metabolism. These functions allow communication with the

external world via mechanistically distinctive signal

transduction pathways. In this brief review we focus on three

transport systems in Escherichia coli that control and

coordinate carbon, exogenous hexose-phosphate and

phosphorous metabolism. The transport proteins that play

central roles in these processes are: first, the

phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP)-dependent phosphotransferase

system (PTS), second, the glucose-6-phosphate receptor,

UhpC, and third, the phosphate-specific transporter, PstSABC,

respectively. While the PTS participates in multiple complex

regulatory processes, three of which are discussed here, UhpC

and the Pst transporters exemplify differing strategies.
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‘No man ever steps in the same river twice’ — Heraclitus

Introduction
Transport proteins evolved early as their functions are

essential to all life, but regulation was late-evolving and

consequently is often phylum-specific. Therefore,

although transport mechanisms are universal, regulation

is not. For example, while the constituents of the prokar-

yotic sugar-transporting phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP)-de-

pendent phosphotransferase system (PTS) are essentially

the same in all bacterial and archaeal phyla that possess the

system, its involvement in regulation differs drastically

depending on the organismal type, often even within a

single phylum. Similarly, glucose is taken up by the same

transport mechanism in most eukaryotes, from yeast to

humans, but its regulation is completely different depend-

ing on the organismal type. In this brief review, we

examine the roles played by transport systems in the
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2014, 18:8–15 
regulation of carbon, glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) and phos-

phorous (Pho) metabolism in a single organism, Escherichia
coli. We anticipate that while the principles revealed by the

studies described here will prove to be universal, the

specific mechanisms will be organism-specific.

The E. coli PTS
The PTS, discovered just 50 years ago [1��,2��], consists of

several proteins and/or protein domains: first, a PEP-de-

pendent protein phosphorylating kinase, termed Enzyme I;

second, a heat-stable phosphoryl carrier protein, HPr, and

third, sugar-specific Enzyme II complexes which consist of

IIA, IIB, IIC and sometimes IID proteins and/or protein

domains[3–6,7�].EnzymeIandHPrarethegeneralenergy-

coupling proteins, common to all Enzyme II complexes of

the PTS, catalyzing phosphoryl transfer from PEP to HPr.

Phosphorylated HPr then transfers the phosphoryl group to

IIA, which phosphorylates IIB. The IIC permease then

transfers the phosphoryl group from IIB � P to a sugar in a

process that couples sugar phosphorylation to the concomi-

tant IIC-mediated transport of the extracellular sugar into

the cytoplasm. The five-step phosphoryl transfer process

can be schematically described as: PEP ! EI � P !
HPr � P ! IIA � P ! IIB � P — (IIC) ! sugar-P. In

all PTS phosphoryl transfer proteins, the phosphoryl

moiety is linked to a histidyl residue, except for some of

the IIB proteins in which a cysteyl residue is phos-

phorylated. In each case, a high energy phosphoryl

protein forms reversibly with energies of hydrolysis

close to that of PEP [8], and hence, only the last step,

sugar phosphorylation, is physiologically irreversible. If

the relevant sugar of a PTS transporter is present in the

extracellular medium, the sugar drains the phosphoryl

groups off of all the PTS phosphoryl carrier proteins and

induces synthesis of the EII complex, a prerequisite for

rapid sugar uptake (Figure 1).

Normally, a distinction is made between the so-called

PTS sugars (mostly hexoses and hexitols, e.g. glucose,

mannose, fructose and mannitol) and non-PTS sugars

(e.g. maltose, lactose, glycerol and melibiose) [8]. For

the hexoses, the main enzymes II are IIGlc, IIMan and

IIFru. The phosphorylated forms of these substrates are

converted to fructose-1.6-bisphosphate in preparation for

glycolytic metabolism. There is considerable organismal

variation concerning the sugars transported via the PTS.

For example, in Rhodospirillum rubrum, only fructose is

utilized by the PTS while in Spirochaeta aurantia, only

mannitol is utilized via this system [8,9].

Phosphorylated sugars, released from their Enzyme II com-

plexes into the cytoplasm and metabolized via glycolysis,
www.sciencedirect.com
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PTS-mediated catabolite repression and inducer exclusion. Principal signal transduction pathways for carbon regulation in E. coli. A sugar such as

glucose (Glc) is transported into the cell cytoplasm and concomitantly phosphorylated by the PTS, resulting in dephosphorylation of IIAGlc.

Nonphosphorylated IIAGlc inhibits non-PTS sugar catabolic enzymes and transporters causing inducer exclusion. Phosphorylated IIAGlc, on the other

hand, promotes cAMP formation by binding to adenylate cyclase and allosterically activating it. cAMP-driven transcription results when cAMP binds to

CRP, a transcriptional activator. The rate-limiting step in the PTS phosphoryl transfer chain appears to be Enzyme I-catalyzed phosphorylation of HPr.

?, inhibition; !, activation.
generate both PEP and ATP. Hence, the glycolytic path-

way, including the PTS, constitutes a cycle starting with

PEP and generating PEP. However, in some bacteria, PTS

EII-mediated transport may not always be coupled to sugar

phosphorylation. Exceptions to the usual mechanism of

group translocation in which transport is tightly coupled

to substrate modification can be found in references

[10,11,12�,13].

There can be many different Enzyme II complexes in any

given bacterial cell, andeach oneexhibits specificity for just

one or a few closely related sugars. In fact, the IIC con-

stituents have evolved independently at least four different

times, giving rise to proteins of differing topologies (0, 6, 8

and 11 a-helical transmembrane segments (TMSs),

respectively) [12�]. The Enzyme II transporter genes are

in general localized to their respective operons which also

contain the genes required for conversion of the sugar

substrate into a common glycolytic intermediate. Two

exceptions to this generalization are the operons encoding

the glucose and mannose Enzyme II complexes. These

operons encode only the PTS Enzyme II constituents.

PTS-mediated catabolite repression and inducer

exclusion

The name carbon catabolite repression derives from the

notion that the catabolites of sugar metabolism are
www.sciencedirect.com 
responsible for repression. In fact, the metabolism of

any sugar can cause repression, and in general, the more

rapidly an exogenous sugar is transported, the stronger

the catabolite repression. However, in E. coli, the phos-

phorylation state of IIAGlc provides the dominant

mechanism. This mechanism is operative in enteric

Gram-negative bacteria closely related to E. coli, but

different versions are present in Gram-positive firmicutes

and actinobacteria, in spirochaetes and even in other

proteobacteria. For example, in the firmicute, Bacillus
subtilis [14�], the PTS plays a role in catabolite repression,

but the mechanism involves an ATP-dependent HPr

kinase, not the phosphorylation state of IIAGlc. In all

bacteria, including E. coli, there are probably multiple

mechanisms of catabolite repression [15�,16,17�].

In its phosphorylated forms, IIAGlc binds to and activates

adenylate cyclase, which converts ATP to cyclic adeno-

sine 30,50-monophosphate (cAMP), a cytoplasmic second

messenger indicating the extracellular availability of a

PTS carbon and energy source [18�]. It is noteworthy that

although most Enzyme II complexes contain the full

complement of IIA, IIB, IIC and sometimes IID proteins

or protein domains, IIAGlc can be promiscuous within the

glucose family, replacing the sugar-specific IIA for some

systems. Thus, for example, the E. coli sucrose Enzyme II

does not have its own IIA and uses IIAGlc. This facilitates
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2014, 18:8–15



10 Cell regulation
the direct regulation of the IIAGlc phosphorylation state

by several related sugars. Furthermore, if phosphoryl

groups are drained off of HPr, all of the systems that

use HPr are affected. To the extent that signals are

conveyed through the same second messenger (cAMP),

signals from different complexes cannot be distinguished

[19,20].

A decrease in intracellular cAMP leads to the dissociation

of the cAMP–cAMP receptor protein (CRP) complex

from its operator sites in the control regions of operons

subject to CRP control. This thereby deactivates cAMP–
CRP-directed transcription of catabolite repressible

genes responsible for the catabolism of exogenous carbon

sources [21,22]. Non-PTS carbohydrate enzymes and

transporters, including glycerol kinase (GlpK), the mal-

tose permease (MalEFGK) and the lactose permease

(LacY), of E. coli are regulated by direct binding of IIAGlc

[23], inhibiting their activities if a PTS sugar is abundant,

a phenomenon called ‘inducer exclusion’ (Figure 1).

Regulation of glycogen breakdown by HPr of the PTS

In addition to its role in the PTS phosphorylation cycle,

HPr allosterically regulates the enzyme, glycogen phos-

phorylase, which catalyzes the rate-limiting step of gly-

cogenolysis [24], the release of glucose-1-phosphate from

cellular glycogen, a storage form of energy consisting of

glucose polymers linked a-1,4. When phosphate is

drained off of HPr because a PTS sugar is available in

the medium, HPr binds to glycogen phosphorylase, inhi-

biting its activity so that utilization of glycogen is blocked

[24] (Figure 2). Thus, the PTS proteins, HPr, IIAGlc, and

IIBCGlc, all have direct but distinct signaling activities,

secondary functions that undoubtedly evolved late, after
Figure 2
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Glycogen phosphorylase
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Regulation of glycogen breakdown by HPr of the PTS. HPr, the phosphate d

PTS sugars such as glucose are available. Dephospho-HPr then binds to gl

glycogen. ?, inhibition.
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the evolution of the PTS as a concerted sugar transport/

kinase system.

Direct binding of a transcriptional repressor, Mlc, to the

PTS Glucose Enzyme II

In addition to the signal transduction pathways described

above for the regulation of non-PTS sugar metabolism,

another mechanism, influencing primarily the expression

of pts genes, involves the transcription factor, Mlc, which

binds to and is regulated by IIBCGlc. Mlc primarily

regulates the pts operon, encoding Enzyme I and HPr,

as well as genes encoding the glucose (PtsG) and man-

nose (Man) EII complexes [25]. If glucose is transported

by IIBCGlc, this transporter sequesters Mlc. Then, Mlc

cannot diffuse to the DNA to repress transcription. This

results in glucose activation (or more accurately, derepres-

sion) of the ptsG, man and pts operons, all of which are

concerned with glucose metabolism. The PTS thus exhi-

bits autogenous induction [26��,27], where synthesis of

Enzyme I, HPr, IIGlc and IIMan is enhanced by transport

of glucose through IICGlc. The sequestration of Mlc by

IIBCGlc when exogenous glucose is available thus med-

iates the autogenous induction of the entire glucose PTS

[28] (Figure 3).

G6P regulation
The Uptake hexose phosphate Transport (UhpT) system

of E. coli is specifically induced by G6P, although the

transporter itself has broad specificity for a wide range of

sugar phosphates [29–31] (Figure 4). Although the trans-

porter consists of a single protein, UhpT, the regulatory

system controlling its expression is composed of three

proteins, UhpA, B and C [32]. UhpT (TC# 2.A.1.4.1)

and UhpC (TC# 2.A.1.4.4) are homologous sugar
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onor to PTS IIA proteins, becomes dephosphorylated when exogenous

ycogen phosphorylase, preventing glucose-1-phosphate release from
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Figure 3
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Direct binding of a transcriptional repressor, Mlc, to the PTS Glucose

Enzyme II. IIBCGlc in the unphosphorylated state (i.e. when glucose is

present) sequesters Mlc, preventing repression of pts genes. However,

when glucose is absent, IIBCGlc is phosphorylated, causing release of

Mlc so it represses expression of these genes. ?, repression.
phosphate:inorganic phosphate (Pi) exchangers function-

ing as transporter and receptor/transporter, respectively.

They are close homologues within the Organophospha-

te:Pi Antiporter (OPA) family of the Major Facilitator

Superfamily of secondary carriers (TC# 2.A.1.4). The

differences between UhpT and UhpC are that while

the low specificity UhpT is an efficient transporter

expressed at high levels following induction by exogenous
Figure 4
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members of the major facilitator superfamily, serving the function of recepto

kinase and response regulator of the regulatory two-component system, se

upregulate the expression of the uhpT gene. The 2 TMS membrane domains

highly specific, is bound to its external surface. Then with G6P bound to Uh

autophosphorylate its central domain. Once UhpB is phosphorylated, UhpB

between �80 and �32 upstream of the start site of the uhpT gene, function
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G6P, the G6P-specific UhpC works as a receptor

expressed at extremely low levels [33]. UhpC has high

affinity for G6P despite its low rate of transport relative

to UhpT, conveying a signal to UhpB and UhpA that

upregulates the expression of the uhpT gene when external

G6P is available. UhpC was first characterized in 1980

as a receptor (initially called UhpR) that could induce

UhpT expression [34], and a high degree of sequence

similarity between UhpT and UhpC was demonstrated

in 1992 [35].

UhpB is a sensor kinase (SK) while UhpA is a DNA-

binding response regulator (RR) of a two-component (SK/

RR) regulatory system [36]. UhpB, which interacts

directly with UhpC in its N-terminal 2 TMS membrane

domain, has a kinase activity in its C-terminal domain [37]

that phosphorylates a histidyl residue in its central

domain, H313, using ATP as the phosphoryl donor. UhpB

is activated only when G6P is bound to the receptor.

Phosphorylated UhpB then transfers the phosphoryl

group to an aspartyl residue in UhpA, which promotes

gene expression of uhpT using s70 RNA polymerase [38],

by binding to multiple sites in positions between �80 and

�32 upstream of the uhpT gene in the transcriptional

regulatory promoter region. UhpA � P functions as an

enhancer, binding upstream of the promoter. The mech-

anism of genetic regulation of the synthesis of UhpT [39]

is analogous to the mechanism by which hormones, such

as insulin, regulate gene expression in mammals, and is an

example of a transporter that directly controls gene

expression. In humans, deficiencies in a close homologue,

TC# 2.A.1.4.5, are responsible for glycogen storage dis-

eases (Gierke’s disease) [40].
(RR)
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UhpT

out

in

uhpT

P
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ists of four proteins: UhpA, B, C, and T. UhpC and UhpT are homologous

r/transporter and transporter, respectively. UhpB and A are the sensor

rving to convey the signal of glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) availability to

 of the UhpB protein sense when the substrate, G6P, for which UhpC is

pC, and with UhpC in direct contact with UhpB, UhpB utilizes ATP to

 can donate its phosphoryl group to UhpA, which binds to multiple sites

ing as an enhancer in the promoter region. !, transcriptional activation.

Current Opinion in Microbiology 2014, 18:8–15
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Figure 5
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The phosphate-specific transporter, PstSABC, a transporter functioning in signal transduction. The phosphate ( pho) regulon uses PstS, a periplasmic

inorganic phosphate (Pi) binding receptor that serves as a constituent of the ABC transport complex, PstSABC. It also serves as a sensor of external Pi

concentration. PstS senses the phosphate concentration in the periplasmic space and transmits a signal via PstABC and PhoU to the sensor kinase,

PhoR, independently of the transport activity of PstSABC, thereby influencing expression of pho regulon genes. Therefore, the transporter is a sensor

that senses extracellular phosphate to control gene expression. ?, inhibition; !, activation.
It has been shown that higher levels of G6P are needed to

induce UhpT transcription under phosphate limitation.

Products of the pho regulon can hydrolyze G6P in the

periplasm (inducer degradation), to glucose and free

phosphate [41]. In an example of Uhp cross-talk, aden-

ylate cyclase activity is inhibited by hexose phosphate

transport, although the mechanism has not been defined

[42]. The more UhpT that is expressed in the presence of

exogenous G6P, the lower the cytoplasmic cAMP con-

centration. If glucose is transported, IIAGlc in the free

form is generated, and hence less cAMP is produced.

Since the uhpT, ptsHI, ptsG and man genes are all under

cAMP–CRP control, this mechanism allows glucose to

inhibit sugar phosphate uptake and sugar phosphate to

inhibit sugar uptake [43,44]. Thus, rates of cAMP–CRP-

activated transcription are reduced by transport of either

glucose or G6P.

Phosphorous ( pho) regulation
In the presence of excess external Pi, this anion can pass

the outer membrane of E. coli through the PhoE porin

[45] and then enter the cytoplasm via the low affinity PiT

transporter. Under these conditions, the high affinity

phosphate-specific transporter, Pst is repressed. In the

case of phosphate limitation (sub-mM external levels), a

periplasmic phosphate sensory binding protein, PstS, a
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2014, 18:8–15 
constituent of the high affinity ABC phosphate transpor-

ter, PstSABC, binds inorganic phosphate and facilitates

transport across the cytoplasmic membrane. PstA and

PstC are the integral membrane proteins of the system

while PstB hydrolyzes ATP to energize uptake. This

transport system transmits a signal, probably via the

accessory protein, PhoU, to the sensor histidine kinase,

PhoR, which positively controls transcription of the many

phosphate-yielding ( pho) operons via the phosphorylated

RR, PhoB (Figure 5). PhoU may also regulate both Pi

uptake via the Pst system and Pst-mediated signal trans-

duction to PhoR [46]. Interestingly, full activation of the

pho regulon requires the nonphosphorylated form of a

cytoplasmic PTS regulatory protein, EIIANtr [47],

suggesting that the transcriptional responses to phosphate

limitation are dependent on nitrogen and carbon suffi-

ciency, mediated by PTSNtr [48].

PhoR self-phosphorylates on a histidyl residue before

transferring the phosphoryl group to an aspartyl residue

in PhoB [49�]. PhoB � P then binds to so-called PHO

boxes upstream of pho operons to activate transcription of

the many pho genes, including those in the pst operon

[50]. Most of the enzymes encoded by pho genes degrade

organic phosphates, converting them to Pi, which is the

preferred source of phosphorous.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Under conditions of excess exogenous phosphate, with Pi

bound to PstS, the products of the pst operon, together

with PhoU, transmit an inhibitory signal to the PhoR

kinase and thereby inhibit PhoB phosphorylation and

hence pho regulon expression. Deleting any one gene

in the pst operon, including phoU, results in constitutive

expression of pho operons [51]. This shows that the signal

transmitted by the Pst-PhoU system to PhoR is a negative

one, dependent on all constituents of the Pst transporter,

causing inhibition of the otherwise constitutively high

level of PhoR activity [46]. Surprisingly, the effect of

signal transduction via the Pst transporter on gene regu-

lation is not a consequence of Pi transport. Although the

same proteins are involved in both transport and signal

transduction, these two functions are independent of each

other as shown by experiments demonstrating that

specific point mutations in the pst genes can eliminate

either of these functions without affecting the other [46].

Thus, while the two functions use the same proteins, they

do not use the same mechanism [52].

Conclusions and perspectives: integration of,
and parallels between carbon, Glc6P, and
phosphorous regulation in E. coli
In the sugar-transporting PTS, effects on transcription are

carried out: first, by the binding of Mlc to IIBCGlc, second,

by controlling cytoplasmic inducer levels by direct inter-

action of IIAGlc with target non-PTS catabolic enzymes

and transporters, and third, by regulating cAMP levels by

direct interaction of IIAGlc � P with adenylate cyclase.

Additionally, fourth, the PTS limits the utilization of

other carbon sources such as exogenous non-PTS sugars

and endogenous glycogen when glucose or another PTS

sugar is available and transported. These mechanisms

allow E. coli to create a hierarchy of preferred carbon

sources, enabling rapid growth while preventing waste.

Regulation of G6P utilization is controlled by the Uhp

signal transduction system. UhpC, which is a major facil-

itator superfamily transporter, highly specific for G6P,

works as a receptor, conveying a signal through a two-

component system, the UhpB SK and the UhpA RR, to

increase rates of synthesis of UhpT, the low specificity

sugar-P transporter. This mechanism allows the bacteria

to respond to exogenous G6P, preventing induction by

intracellular G6P and leakage of sugar phosphates from

the cell.

Fewer details are established for phosphate ( pho) gene

regulation via the ABC transporter complex, PstSABC. In

the presence of sufficient external phosphate, the PstS

receptor binds periplasmic inorganic phosphate, which

binds to the PstABC complex, transmitting via PhoU an

inhibitory signal to PhoR, the SK. Inhibition of the

phosphorylation state of PhoR causes PhoB to be depho-

sphorylated, preventing expression of the entire pho
www.sciencedirect.com 
regulon by a negative feedback mechanism that once

again prevents energy wastage.

There are reciprocal effects of PTS-mediated transport

on uhp transcription, and vice versa. UhpT is under

catabolite repression [53], as are all PTS enzymes. When

UhpT is transporting sugar phosphates, catabolite repres-

sion results from inhibition of adenylate cyclase activity

[42], just as glucose transport by the PTS induces cata-

bolite repression. Thus, the systems repress themselves

and each other, maintaining a controlled rate of carbon

uptake that allows optimal growth with minimal wastage.

The transcriptional responses to phosphate limitation are

dependent on carbon and nitrogen sufficiency, mediated

by PTS proteins [48], again revealing interconnectivity of

the regulatory systems. These interactions prevent was-

teful metabolism of nutrients under conditions that are

not beneficial to the cell. Moreover, pho regulon periplas-

mic phosphatases break down G6P, inhibiting uhpT
induction when inorganic phosphates are present in

excess [41].

These examples emphasize the interconnectivity of the

systems considered in this review article. Future work is

likely to reveal additional aspects of the integrative con-

trol systems that allow coordination of these different

metabolic processes. Additional details concerning the

involvement of key transporters in metabolic and tran-

scriptional regulation are also likely to come to light.
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